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Fair Lending

The “fair, equitable, and nondiscriminatory
access to credit for consumers.”
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Fair Lending Considerations
• Where does the bank make its loans?
• How does the bank price its loans?
• How does the bank underwrite and originate its loans?
• What training is being done and who is included?
• What is the bank’s community outreach and how is it documented?
• What advertising is being done and what media is used?
• What is management’s involvement?
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Redlining Case Against Cadence Bank
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Redlining
Allegations against Cadence Bank: Cited for redlining predominately Black
and Hispanic neighborhoods
• Houston Texas: 56% minority population
• 2013-2017
• One branch in majority-minority area (downtown area to serve commuters
rather than residents); 12 others in non-majority-minority areas
• Mortgage applications generated by MLOs, but no MLO worked in this branch
• Appointment required for lender in branch in minority neighborhood
• Did not encourage applications from consumers in majority-minority areas
• Peer evaluation
• Virtually no outreach or marketing to majority Black & Hispanic areas
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Redlining Case against Trustmark
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Redlining Case Against Trustmark
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Redlining
Allegations against Trustmark Bank: Cited for redlining predominantly in
majority Black and Hispanic neighborhoods.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Memphis MSA: 45.8% non-Hispanic Black and 5% Hispanic or Latino
2014-2018
Four of their 25 branches were in majority-minority areas (18 full-service and 7 limitedservice). Three majority-minority branches full-service; 1 majority-minority branch limited
service (and this limited-service branch closed in 2015)
All MLOs were in branches in majority white areas
Peer evaluation
Virtually no outreach or marketing to majority Black and Hispanic areas, and marketing
was mainly to commercial businesses
No monitoring of referral sources
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Redlining Case against Townstone
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Redlining: Townstone – Non-Bank Mortgage Lender
Townstone Financial, Inc Complaint by the CFPB: Redlining majority and
high-majority African-American neighborhoods.
•

Chicago MSA: 17% African-American; City of Chicago: 30% African-American

•

2014-2017

•

Discouraged applicants by making discouraging statements, specifically during
its weekly marketing radio shows and podcasts

•

No African-American loan officers

•

Peer evaluation
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Redlining

So what do you do to keep out of “hot water?”
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Redlining Takeaways
•
•
•
•

Know the demographics of your branch locations. If there are none or minimal in a majority-minority
tracts, then determine the feasibility of opening a branch or limited branch with a mortgage lender.
Monitor your lending patterns.
Look at peer data (including comparable lenders to your mortgage bank).
KNOW your assessment area/market area:
o
o
o

•
•
•
•

For banks, deposit market share.
Housing info within the tracts: Mostly rental? Apartments? New growth in residential housing? Older established
neighborhoods? Commercial businesses? Rural? Recreational?
What specific lending have you done in the majority-minority tracts – consumer, residential, or commercial?

Marketing potential: billboards, periodicals, radio/TV.
Community Outreach: Relationships with groups that serve majority-minority tracts, or minority
consumers and businesses.
Management involvement!
Training.
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Pricing
Most Commons Issues Seen by Examiners
Par = lock price + any discount points and loan fees charged to the borrower –
lender credits
•

Not subtracting the lender credit and keeping it for the mortgage bank

•

Pricing exceptions:
o

Meet a competitive offer

o

“Good customer”

o

Business driver

o

Little or no supporting documentation

o

Rounding up investor pricing
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Credit Underwriting
Automated Underwriting System (AUS) – Approve/Deny
•

•

If deny, consider the following:
o

Is the applicant(s) information input correctly?

o

Is there a better way to structure the loan for an approval? Terms? Loan type? Amount? Payoff a
debt to better DTI position?

o

If payoff debt, will it raise credit score? (Rapid Score – Remember bank/mortgage company has to
pay for this. Cannot be passed on to applicant.)

FHA – Marginal – Refer-eligible (manual underwriting)
o

•

Make sure income is calculated correctly (SSI – grossed up?)

Be consistent!
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Credit Underwriting
Underwriting Appraisal
•

Score 4-5:
o Look at comps
o General overview
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Use of “Mystery Shoppers”

Two individuals carefully matched for
creditworthiness characteristics.
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Fair Lending
How to Mitigate Fair Lending Risk
•

Policies and procedures that define allowances for exceptions

•

Documentation sufficient to explain the basis of the exception

•

Regular monitoring of exceptions

•

Corrective action, when appropriate

•

Relationships with realtors

•

Staff training

•

Management and Board oversight
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RESPA Section 8
1. Prohibition on kickbacks and referral fees
2. Substantial risks posed by entering into marketing services agreements (MSAs)
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RESPA Section 8
Violations:
1. “Any person who gives or accepts a fee, kickback, or thing of value (payments,
commissions, gifts, tangible item or special privileges) for the referral of
settlement business.”
2. “Any person who gives or accepts any portion, split, or percentage of a charge
for real estate settlement services, other than for services actually performed.”
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RESPA Section 8
So what is a referral?
“Any oral or written action directed to a person which has the effect of affirmatively
influencing the selection by any person of a provider of a settlement service or
business incident to or part of a settlement service when such a person will pay for
the settlement service or business incident, or pay a charge attributable in whole or
in part to such settlement service or business.”
OR
When a person paying for a settlement service or business incident is required to
use a particular provider of a settlement service or business incident.
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RESPA Section 8
Exceptions:

•

A payment of a fee:
o To attorneys for actual services rendered.
o By a title company for actual services rendered for a title policy.
o By a lender for services performed in the origination, processing, or
funding of a loan.

•

Payment of a bona fide salary, or compensation or other payment
for goods or facilities furnished or for services actually performed.
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RESPA Section 8
Exceptions:
•

Normal promotional and educational activities not conditional on the referral
of business, and do not include defraying of expenses incurred for referral.

•

An employer’s payment to its own employees for any referral activities.

•

Payments under affiliated business arrangements as long as certain
conditions are met.
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RESPA Section 8
Thing of value violation?
1. Real estate agent sponsoring an open house and
lunch for other agents. Your bank pays for the lunch
and does not attend or market its services.

Yes ___

No ___

2. Real estate broker and bank place an ad in a local
newspaper. Each pays half.

Yes ___

No ___

3. An attorney conducts real estate closings in the
conference room of your bank. The attorney pays fair
market value rent for each closing.

Yes ___

No ___
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RESPA Section 8
“Fee Splitting”
Settlement Services: services provided with a prospective or actual settlement, such as:
•

Origination of a federally related mortgage loan (i.e. taking application, processing, underwriting, funding).

•

Rendering the services of a mortgage broker (taking application obtaining verifications and appraisals, other
processing and origination services, communicating with the borrower and lender).

•

Provision of any services related to origination, processing or funding a federally related mortgage loan.

•

Title services (title searches, title examinations, abstract prep, etc.;

•

Attorney services.

•

Prep of documents (notarizing, delivery, recording).

•

Credit reports and appraisals.

•

Rendering of inspections.

•

Conducting of settlement by a settlement agent and any other related services.
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RESPA Section 8
“Fee Splitting”
•

Provisions of mortgage insurance;

•

Provisions of hazard, flood, or other insurance;

•

Provisions involving real property taxes or other assessments or charges on
the real property;

•

Rendering services by a real estate agent or broker;

•

Provision of any other services for which a settlement service provider requires
a borrower or seller to pay.
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Prospect Mortgage: Consent Order
Steering:
• Requiring all consumers to apply for and obtain preapprovals with Prospect
before allowing them to submit an offer on a property;
• Paying their agents cash or a cash equivalent bonus each time the agent
steers a consumer to Prospect;
• Selectively imposing economic measures to coerce consumers into using
Prospect, such as fees that would be waived if the consumer used Prospect,
or credits that would be given only if the consumer used Prospect; and
• Directly referring consumers to Prospect.
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UDAAP
The FTC prohibits unfair or deceptive acts or practice.
Unfair – an act or practice is unfair if:
• It causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers;
• Harm is not reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves;
• Harm is not outweighed by offsetting benefits to consumers or competition.
Deceptive – an act or practice is deceptive if:
• It is a representation, omission, or practice that is likely to mislead a consumer acting
reasonable under the circumstances; and
• The representation, omission or practice is material.
Marketing and other consumer materials must avoid deceptive, inaccurate, incomplete, or
misleading statements or unfair practices.
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Deceptive Loan Advertisements
Sovereign Lending Group and Prime Choice Funding – Deceptive Loan Advertisements
The CFPB cited the following:
•
Consumers were mailed advertisements for VA-guaranteed mortgage that contained false,
misleading, and inaccurate statement, or lacked required disclosures.
o

Ads misrepresented the credit terms of the mortgage loan by stating credit terms they were not
prepared to offer to the consumer.

o

Ads described and advertised introductory interest rate as a “fixed” rate, when it was an
adjustable rate and could increase over time.

o

Ads created false impression that the mortgage companies were affiliated with the government
by using words, phrases, images or designs that are associated with the VA or IRS.
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Deceptive Loan Advertisements
o

Ads used the name of the lender misleadingly by not disclosure their own names and the fact
they were not associated with, or acting on behalf of, the consumer’s current lender (Regulation
Z requirement).

o

Ads did not properly disclose credit terms, such as the consumer’s repayment obligations over
the full term of the loan and the period during which certain rates would apply.

o

Prime Choice ads created the false impression that they contained a property assessment and
misleading comparisons between hypothetical credit terms and the terms of the advertised
product.

o

Sovereign’s ads made false claims about the consumer’s existing loans and falsely implied that
the consumer could address these problems by obtaining a loan from Sovereign.
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UDAAP
Sovereign – Paid a civil money penalty of $450,000.
Prime – Paid a civil money penalty of $645,000.
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Questions?
Patsy Parkin
Butler Snow LLP
Patsy.Parkin@butlersnow.com
601-985-4327
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